
T he hot August days, during which Janów Podlaski 
State Stud will again welcome the Arabian horse 
world on its inviting premises, are drawing near. 

Remarkable guests from every corner of the globe will wit-
ness an extraordinary spectacle, which will contain all that 
makes Poland proud: the creme de la creme of Arabian horse 
breeding accumulated at the greatest of the European Na-
tional Shows and Auction bearing the longest tradition of 
all.

The 30th Polish National Show
The Polish National Show will take place amidst the 
Janów architecture, lavishly bathed in green, already for 
the 30th time. History has shown that many of the horses 
which have earned a high position at this show went on to 
later become the elite of international show arenas and bre-
eding barns. The later-to-be European and World Cham-
pions PIANISSIMA, EMANDORIA, PALMETA, EL 
DORADA, KWESTURA, PALANGA learned the ropes 
on the arena of Janów Podlaski. Amazingly many horses 
with European and World titles under their belt could not 
come through on home soil to seize the title of Polish Na-
tional Champion... Who will appeal to the judges of the 
jubilee Show and who will capture the hearts of the public 
– this we will fi nd out already on the 8th-9th of August, 
when males and females of all age categories will battle it 
out, beginning with the junior stallions on Friday, to the 
mares and senior stallions on Saturday.
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Kwestura

The 30th Polish National Show - Janów Podlaski, August 8th-9th, 2008
The 39th Pride of Poland Sale - Janów Podlaski, August 10th, 2008
Open days at Janow Podlaski, Bialka and Michalow Studs, August 10-12th, 2008



The 39th Pride of Poland Sale
Encouraged by a continuous stream of successes of Polish 
horses the clients of the 39th Pride of Poland Sale should 
fi nd among the offer that what they desire most: pre-
cious Polish lines in proven, accomplished combinations. 
Let’s take a closer look at the heroes of this year’s sale, who 
perhaps will soon leave the national herds to become the 
adornments of often distant and exotic stables.

The youngest of the Polish breeding centers – Białka Stud – 
has placed its bets on youth, putting up front a strong team 
of juniors. Among them the fi rst to enrapture is the lovely 
and sweet as candy daughter of Ekstern – EKINA, who 
placed high in all classes that she participated in. A chari-
smatic pose is the hallmark of CIRSZA – the female equi-
valent of the much titled and meritorious stallion Gazal Al 
Shaqab. This mare has the soul of a warrior and will not 
go down without a fi ght on any show ring. Huge, lustrous 
eyes, in which one can literally drown, an extremely long 
neck and unrestrained movement are the key features of 
CALINECZKA – the half-sister to last year’s Polish Na-
tional Junior Champion Stallion – Celsjusz. Calineczka 
has already proven herself a worthy broodmare, securing 
her maternal stud with a delightful daughter by Ekstern. 

Experienced breeders will surely turn their attention to 
PEREIRA, who descends directly from Białka’s founding 
mare – Pentoza and who passes on the most valuable traits 
of this line to the next generations, including her daughter 
Perolia, who proudly represents the home stud at domestic 
shows under Białka’s banner.

This year private breeding is represented by the youngster 
GARUNA, who won her class in Wels and thus was a nose 
away from the Championship, to later battle out the hi-
ghest position at the international event at the distant and 
yet undiscovered arena in St. Petersburg in Russia.

The versatility and quality of the offer proposed this year 
by Janów Podlaski is beyond discussion – all elements 
which composed the increasing success of the stud in the last 
years can be found there. Reigning supreme at the head of 
this group is one of the last Eukaliptus daughters, honored 
with the title of Polish National Junior Champion Mare, 
AMRA, whose pedigree is composed just as beautifully as 
the most harmonious symphony. Further fl avor is added by 
the fact that Amra carries the progeny of Ganges, whose 
fi rst crop in Janów surpassed the breeders‘ wildest dreams. 
The extremely refi ned and blessed with exquisite move-
ment ANDROMEDA can boldly stand in line with her 
titled stablemates, awaiting her big chance to shine with 
a light just as bright. CEFEIDA can easily become the 
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adornment of every herd, as her pure-Janów distaff ori-
gins are spiced up with a pint of Monogramm blood on 
the spear side. The exotic beauty shrouded in the rare, black 
as velvet coat is ELWINGA, who entered “marehood“ 
with a Junior Champion title from the domestic show in 
Bełzyce to her name. The daughter of everyone’s favorite 
mare among the Janów herd – EUTENIA out of Eutona 
is capable, just like her dam, of winning the heart of every 
breeder. This collection is further enhanced by one of the 
most valuable broodmares – SAWANTKA, dam of Polish 
National Junior Champion Mare Sefora. A few gems are 
also hidden on the Silent Sale list, and among them a full 
sister to European and Polish National Champion Pal-
meta – PENALBA and the daughter of the unforgettable 
Pipi – PILBARA, too young and inexperienced to perform 
in the stage lights on the big scene, but their presence should 
not go unnoticed.

Finally let’s take a peek into the largest barn, boasting 
the most spectacular successes - Michałów State Stud. A 
return of the much-meritorious Laheeb for one breeding 
season allowed Michałów to bid farewell to some of his el-
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dest daughters. The fi rst to shine is the exceptional beauty 
EGEA, a superb blend of Polish excellence with Egyptian 
refi nement. Another noteworthy equine individual may 
perhaps be ELLISSARA, descending from Michałów‘s 
golden, most titled „E“ family of champions. A perfect 
foundation for every breeding program will be the depen-
dable, superbly balanced and experienced as broodmatrons 
daughters of Wojsław – ELLANDA and EWINA. Clients 
searching for show horses should turn their attention to 
the granddaughters of Monogramm: another „black as the 
night“ beauty – WRÓZKA (by Ganges) and the less expe-
rienced, but bearing huge potential WESOŁA NOWINA 
by Ekstern.

And fi nally the moment that everyone is waiting for, a one 
of a kind opportunity and a chance of a lifetime. Michałów 

State Stud has made an extraordinary decision to share 
with the world one of its greatest achievements, offering 
one of the most accomplished Polish mares, showered with 
titles of signifi cance on both continents, a raving and uni-
que daughter of Monogramm. An unprecedented offer in 
the nearly 40 year history of the Janów Sale, her appea-
rance on the 2008 Pride of Poland arena will surely stir 
similar enthusiasm and emotions as her triumphant honor 
round after capturing the World Championships in Paris 
last year. This evening will forever etch itself in the minds 
of all present in Janów Podlaski, a moment not to be mis-
sed, to personally pay respect and express admiration for 
this phenomenal chestnut mare.
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Wesola Nowina

Wrozka

PRIDE OF POLAND 2008  BROODMARES 
AGORA bay 2000 Wachlarz Aga/Eukaliptus Janów Podlaski Stud

ALBERINA grey 2001 Pamir Albina/Pers Białka Stud

AMRA grey 2000 Eukaliptus Albigowa/Fawor Janów Podlaski Stud

ANDROMEDA grey 2002 Eldon Aneksja/Balon Janów Podlaski Stud

ARVENA chest. 2003 Emigrant Abba/Pesal Białka Stud

BAŁAGUŁA grey 2004 Pesal Balerina/Ararat Janów Podlaski Stud

BELLISSIMA grey 2002 Ekstern Bellona/Czako Stanisław Redestowicz/Paweł Redestowicz

CALINECZKA grey 2003 Metropolis NA Carina/Pesal Białka Stud

CEFEIDA grey 2003 Metropolis NA Celna/Alegro Janów Podlaski Stud

CIRSZA bay 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab Cirka/Borek Białka Stud

DIASTEMA grey 2001 Eldon Demona/Monogramm Michałów Stud

DOMBRA grey 2001 Eldon D browica/Endel Michałów Stud

DORMEZA grey 2003 Ekstern Dobrzyca/Emigrant Michałów Stud

EGEA grey 2000 Laheeb Egna/Eukaliptus Michałów Stud

EKINA chest. 2004 Ekstern Eklera/Ecaho Białka Stud

ELLANDA bay 1998 Wojsław Ellada/Balon Michałów Stud

ELLISSARA grey 2000 Laheeb Ekscella/Monogramm Michałów Stud

ELWINGA black 2004 HS Pirandelo Elekcja/Etogram Janów Podlaski Stud

EMEERIA chest. 2002 Angor Ernera/Monogramm Michałów Stud
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Open days at Janów Podlaski, Białka and Michałów 
Studs
As custom, the visits in the three State Studs and the chance 
of marveling at the most beautiful Polish horses in their 
natural surroundings are the completion of the Arabian 
Horse Days. Each of these breeding centers has its own in-
dividual history, different environmental conditions and 
distinct breeding methods – however all their work makes 
for the great tradition of Polish breeding and the joint, na-
tional success. 

We invite you to join the celebration, among fl avors and 
scents of the Polish countryside, where the Arabian horse 
is inscribed into the history and landscape as in no other 
place on Earth. ❑



EMEGNA chest. 2004 Magnum Psyche Embola/Balon Stanisław Redestowicz/Tomasz Tarczynski

EPOKA chest. 2001 Pilot Epoza/Eukaliptus Janów Podlaski Stud

EROTIKA grey 1999 Pesal Erotomanka/Eukaliptus Michałów Stud

ESTRELIA grey 2001 Pamir Esteria/Gabaryt Białka Stud

EUKOMIA chest. 2002 Emigrant Eupatoria/Sinus Janów Podlaski Stud

EUTENIA bay 2004 Metropolis NA Eutona/Etogram Janów Podlaski Stud

EWINA grey 1998 Wojsław Ewoluta/Piechur Michałów Stud

FUKARA bay 2000 Samsheik Furora/Pepton Michałów Stud

GARUNA grey 2006 Grafi k Gwarka/Monogramm Agnieszka Wójtowicz

HUSARA grey 2002 Pesal Hula/Penthagonn Białka Stud

KWESTURA chest. 1995 Monogramm Kwesta/Pesennik Michałów Stud

PAROLA grey 2000 Eukaliptus Parana/Probat Janów Podlaski Stud

PECZORA grey 1999 Emigrant Premiera/Piechur Michałów Stud

PEREIRA grey 1999 Eldon Per Pani/Złotogłów Białka Stud

SALAMINA grey 2001 Laheeb Sari/Argo Janów Podlaski Stud

SAWANTKA grey 1996 Pepton Saszetka/Engano Janów Podlaski Stud

WESOŁA NOWINA chest. 2002 Ekstern Wenessa/Egon Michałów Stud

WRÓZKA black 2001 Ganges Wipera/Fawor Michałów Stud

SILENT SALE - BROODMARES
BOLA bay 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab Bogdanka/Europejczyk Janów Podlaski Stud

BRYZA chest. 2000 Ararat Brandy/Penthagonn Janów Podlaski Stud

CERER chest. 2004 Metropolis NA Celna/Alegro Janów Podlaski Stud

CESIA grey 1995 Pers Cecha/Palas Robert Talarek

EFREMA grey 1998 Pesal Escalanta/Grandorr Michałów Stud/Przemysław Sawicki

EGASTA chest. 2002 Ekstern Eduina/Balon Leszek Jarmuz/Wojciech Parczewski

EL SERIBE bay 1999 Druid Elwira/Arbil Janów Podlaski Stud

ERIBOJA grey 2004 Grafi k Ernera/Monogramm Michałów Stud

EUREKA grey 2000 Pesal Eriana/Ararat Laura i Zbigniew Demczuk/Tomasz Kowalik

NIRWANA grey 1997 Turban Nisza/Eukaliptus Kurozweki Stud/Witold Jakubczyk

ORIWIA grey 2004 Espadero Osika/Batyskaf Białka Stud

PENALBA grey 2004 Ecaho Pilica/Fawor Janów Podlaski Stud

PETRONIA grey 2001 Wachlarz Per Panna/Batyskaf Białka Stud

PIANA grey 2002 Eldon Pilar/Fawor Janów Podlaski Stud/Wojciech Parczewski

PILBARA bay 2002 Etogram Pipi/Banat Janów Podlaski Stud

PRUSJA grey 2004 Emigrant Pralina/Ecaho Michałów Stud

SOKOŁDA black 2004 Oset Sawina/Wagram Bogusław Dabrowski

SONORA bay 2004 Metropolis NA Sigma/Ararat Janów Podlaski Stud

STIGMA grey 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab Salina/Arbil Janów Podlaski Stud

WENUS grey 2003 Monar Worskla/Eukaliptus Michałów Stud

WIZULA chest. 1996 Egon Wizjera/Tallin Michałów Stud/Krzysztof Falba

ZAPORA grey 2000 Ararat Zamiana/Borek Janów Podlaski Stud

SILENT SALE - SIRES & STALLIONS
ABSYNT grey 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab Arabeska/Eldon Janów Podlaski Stud

ALBUS bay 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab Alegoria/Eukaliptus Janów Podlaski Stud

DARGIN bay 2000 Druid Drabora/Borek Michałów Stud

DIAMENT bay 2000 Druid Decyzja/Pamir Michałów Stud

EIGER bay 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab Elicja/Wachlarz Michałów Stud

EPOLET bay 2000 Ararat Euza/Etogram Janów Podlaski Stud

ERSTED bay 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab Empiryka/Monogramm Michałów Stud

ESSENTIAL bay 2003 Arzgir Esna/Borek Nordental Arabians

FIOŁEK grey 1998 Batyskaf Fatiha/Palas Białka Stud/A.Wójtowicz

PANICZ grey 2006 Gaspar Pelisa/Europejczyk Monika Luft

PENTAMER bay 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab Pohulanka/Pepton Janów Podlaski Stud

The list is subject to change: last updated on 20th of May 2008

Sale information: www.prideofpoland.pl
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